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By You Arthur Every now and then you may find that you need to clean up your email address book as it becomes littered with entries from people you are no longer complying with. The process is quite simple, whether you want to delete a few specific names or an entire address book. Most e-mail
programs will have very similar instructions for removing address book names. The only major differences will occur between software-based email clients, such as Outlook or Thunderbird, and internet email clients such as Yahoo or Gmail. Click Tools at the top of the window. Scroll down and select
Address Book. Click the specific address book that you want to access on the left side of the screen if you have more than one address book. Click the Name tab to organize the list of address book names alphabetically. Scroll through the list and find the specific entry you want to delete. Right-click the
name and select Delete. Right-click the address book name on the left side of the screen and select Delete if you want to delete all entries. Go to your web browser to the internet email client and sign in. Click Contacts or an equivalent option for a specific email client. Click View All Contacts, and then
select All Contacts. Review the list of saved contacts and find the specific name you want to delete. Click the name of the contact, and then click Delete. Click Delete again when the site creates a pop-up asking if you want to continue. Click View All Contacts, and then select Deleted Contacts. Click the
name of the address book contact that you previously deleted. Click Delete permanently, and then click Delete permanently again when a pop-up window appears. Hairdresser Eva Scrivo owns a luxury salon on Bond Street in New York, but her life has not always been so glamorous. I started doing hair
20 years ago in my fourth-floor apartment in the East Village, he laughs. After working with both celebrities (Martha Stewart's client!) and real women every day for the past two decades, Scrivo has a lot to say about hair. So she bottled up her biggest trade tricks (or craftsmanship, as she calls it) and
wrote a book this week, called *Eva Scrivo On Beauty: Tools, Techniques, and Insider Knowledge Every Woman Must Be Her Most Beautiful, Confident* (Atria Books). And while it's a wedge-filled hair mystery as you give yourself the perfect blowout and find the most flattering hair color, Scrivo also offers
advice on skin care, makeup, fashion and wellness. I decided to collect the whole picture, explains Scrivo, who hosted the weekly radio show on Sirius Satellite Radio in the last six years. The radio show is in the process of market research, learning what women want and their most important beauty
concerns. Some of Scrivo's best tips from the book: Grill your hairdresser. Hairdressers. Choose a hairdresser, base it on a recommendation rather than an online review. You never know who writes them. Find someone with a cut or color that you love, who you're amiciing with, and who has a similar
texture. Then call and schedule a consultation. Think of it as an interview, because you're ultimately hiring that person. You want a stylist who listens and with whom you have chemistry. Learn lingo. Educate yourself on the correct hair conditions. Just because you're asking for layers doesn't mean you'll
be happy with them. Show your stylists photos or illustrations so they have a clear picture of what you want before they even start cutting. Check dry hair. After your stylist has cut your hair wet, make sure they dry it straight into your hair so they can check the lines. Even if you want to go out with the
waves, ask them to do it straight to make sure the cut is right. Switch hands. When doing a blowout of the house, most women hold the dryer in the dominant side and brush in their underdog. But Scrivo says you need dexterity and coordination of a stronger hand to best control the brush. RELATED
LINKS: Daily Beauty Reporter: How to Avoid Bad HaircutHow get Great Salon ColorDaily Beauty Reporter: How to Get a Hair Cut (and Color) You Want After Before Location: Easton, N.H. Nine years ago, when Toy Garfield was invited to a neighbor's party in his small New Hampshire town, he says he
walked through the door, looked around and thought, These people live in my house. Filled with character and great light, the small clapboard house had what Garfield calls good bone. Fate smiled at her a few months later when the owner, an artist, decided to rent a three-storey house. She moved in,
and when the owner finally decided to put the house on the market, she and her then new husband, Doug, knew they had to buy it. The front veranda, made 7 feet longer to align with the addition, commands a gracious view of the yard, redolent with the smell of many lilac bushes. Built in 1952, the house
was configured to meet the needs of the previous owner, who lived alone. The master bedroom and kitchen were located on the first floor, with one large open living room on the second floor where she played with friends, using a dumbwaiter to transport meals between the kitchen and the upstairs space.
The third floor, divided into bedrooms, served as a storey in the attic. Though he immediately updated the bathrooms and set up a small kindergarten for his new baby, the Garfields decided not to start major renovations until they lived in the house for several years. It seemed like the best way to decide
what they really want to change. They figured they were waiting at least five years before major structural changes were made. Meanwhile, Toy read dozens of shelter magazines, snatching examples of interiors she liked and those she didn't. As a result, book and do not book - both proved extremely
useful after starting work. After working in the retail sector for most of her career (she is now with a directory company, Garnet Hill), Toy knew that you often have more of what you want with photos than with words. I read horror stories in magazines about people who couldn't convey what they wanted to
their builder or architect, and ended up with costly misunderstandings, he explains. In front of a generous bay window in the kitchen replaces what was once an entrance door. The owners moved the main entry to the house at the end, so it opens up to a new addition. The Garfields met with a local
architect, but eventually decided to work directly with contractor Steve Chardon of Chardon Construction in nearby Franconia, New Hampshire. I knew I could figure out what we needed without an architect, Toy explains. We hired Steve and started the process with a kind of think tank on weekends— he
came on Sunday mornings to have a coffee and brainstorm with us at the kitchen table. We had years of living in space and all the magazines to show it. Steve had a CAD system [computer-aided] and used it to show us on screen shortly after our ideas would translate visually. It was a great way to work
together. The new kitchen and living room downstairs were at the very top of the wish list. We wanted to make an addition to the house without, of course, looking new and out of sync with the original structure, says Toy. Extending only the first floor to reach the additional living room created an awkward
roof line. To solve this problem, Chardon suggested to expand upwards to include an additional room on the second floor. I thought it would double the money, but that's not true, says Toy. The foundation of the ground floor is the majority of expenditure. Thus informed, Garfields decided to revise the
plans and build a master bedroom and bathtub over the new living room. The old master bedroom on the first floor became a family room. Located on the opposite side of the kitchen from the living room, this is the perfect place for a four-year-old Dodge to have fun while adults cook and spend time
nearby. For the new kitchen, the magazine tear sheet she saved years earlier served as a visual guide. She showed a spacious kitchen with a central island, a dining room and a paneled half-wall separating the dining space from the living room outside. I thought [the half-wall] was a great way to share
two rooms, says Toy. We had a page stuck on the wall; the workers loved him. If Steve didn't happen to be there, they knew exactly what it must look like. We used it as our guide to fit the slats, the carpenals — everything. With the addition, they expanded the veranda and moved the main entrance from
the original, position in the direction of A new mudroom with tiled floors (the rest of the house has Vermont maple floors) adjoins the new main entrance. Sliding, paned pocket doors rescued from the second floor of the space frame, where the family tinges coats, gardening tools, skis and toys. The nook
and cranny in the foyer was built next to the fender to fit your favorite antique-style bench that Niasz bought a few years ago. I wanted the flexibility of the furniture instead of something built-in, explains Toy. One day I might want to replace this bench with a table. Although most of the renovation is already
complete, Toy's notebook of ideas and storage tear sheets continues to grow. My house is very similar to a cottage in many ways. It is free and easy to maintain. I've always loved England and i'm inspired by English interiors. There is not much paperwork in me and I think this is reflected in our house.
Recently, she collected ideas for paint colors and accessories. The next big design involves a landscape with lots of colors and textures, but it's another four or five years from now, he laughs. Garfields' four-year-old son, Dodge, plays on a historic bench in the foyer next to the fender, where storage
containers keep toys and shoes neat. Toy herself painted Dodge's bedroom, cutting out paper stars to see where she would place them on the walls, followed by form templates in blue and yellow. This content is created and handled by a third party and imported to this page to help users provide their
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